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Parachute robe mens

Men's Journal aims to feature only the best products and services. We update when possible, but offers expire and prices are subject to change. If you buy something through one of our links, we can earn a commission. Questions? Contact us at [email protected]. Valentine's gifts are the most difficult, because every
relationship is different. If yours is still in the flower and chocolate phase, the choice is a bit easier. But if you are in a committed relationship, the gift is a delicate stradly affair of this fine line between practical and romantic. Here's the perfect Valentine's gift that checks both boxes: the Classic Parachute Robe. We called
parachute classic the last robe you'll ever need, and for good reason: it's soft and flexible, but durable and well made. This makes a great Valentine's Day gift not only because it is unisex- anyone can wear it, and everyone will love it. And this is not an ideal Valentine's gift, because it is both practical and romantic. You
can wear it because you are cold, only with a shower or over pajamas. ParachuteNo, Parachute Classic Bathrobe ($99 at parachutehome.com) is the perfect Valentine's gift because whatever the reason, every time your love throws it over your shoulders, they'll think of you. Inevitably. And you're as close to them as you
can, even if you're not there. ParachuteLoomed from 100% long staple Turkish cotton at 450 grams per square meter, this robe is perfectly weighted for use all year round. Made in Turkey, it has two deep pockets at the front and a shawl collar. It comes in three shades: white, stone (gray) and mineral (subtle white/blue,
below). And like all Parachute products, Classic Robe is chemical-free certified. Parachute, while Parachute is known for its fantastic bedding, it also makes amazing bath towels that are more fluffy and more absorbent than what you'll find in some five-star hotels. This is because they are also made of Turkish cotton
childbirth from the Aegean region. The material is spun with Aerocotton technology - a fancy way of saying that the air can pass through the fibers faster than other towels, so parachute bath towels dry faster than others made of the same fabric. You can nab as much or as little as you like, but Parachute's Starter
Bathroom Bundle ($229, get it here) also makes a great Valentine's Day gift. Parachute really in love? New inexisting? Throw in the Percale Venice Sheet Set (above, starting at $229) and make it a real Valentine's Day parachute. Download it To access exclusive tool videos, celebrity interviews and more, subscribe to it
on YouTube! If you've ever struggled to keep a towel Wrapped around your body as you go about the ritual after the shower, you understand the appeal of a plush, thick bathrobe. The right bathrobe wraps you in a warm embrace after leaving the shower, keeping you cozy without worrying about falling and exposing your
body to cool air. I could wax on on about how the law of the bathrobe can be life-changing, but I'll get to the point, there are many people who swear the best bathrobe ever is the Classic Parachute Robe. In fact, this seemingly simple bathrobe has over 1,300 reviews, and most buyers give it 5 stars, using words like
plush, luxury and perfection in their descriptions. Of course, we wanted to see if this bathrobe was worth the hype and the high price tag, so put it to the test to see what the fuss was about. Credit: Parachute This same-sex robe has traditional design and high-quality materials. The classic parachute robe is, as the name
suggests, classic. The robe is small, medium, large and very large, and you can choose from four neutral colors- white, gray stone, blush pink, or mineral, light green blue. I opted for a medium-sized mineral. The bathrobe is made of 100% long staple Turkish cotton, which is known as one of the strongest and most
absorbent varieties of fiber. The fabric is standard terry, which means it has all these little loops like a bath towel, and weighs 450 grams per square meter, which, put simply, means it's on the heavier and more significant side of the spectrum rather than light and airy. In terms of design, the classic robe descends below
the knee for full coverage, and has two spacious pockets, a thick collar and a tie at the waist. All in all, it's a very traditional bathrobe, and comes with a fairly substantial price of $99. Why is the parachute robe so gorgeous? Credit: Review/Camryn Rabideau This bathrobe is so comfortable that I never wanted to take it
off. With this type of price, I had high expectations for the Parachute Classic Robe, and to be honest, it didn't disappoint. From the moment I started using it, this bathrobe immediately became my favorite, pushing my other cheap, thin robes into the back of the closet - they may never see the light of day again. Why do I
love him so much? First of all, it feels like a plush, high-end towel. The fabric is thick and extremely soft, as well as extremely absorbent. Even if I did not dry completely before putting on the robe, it immediately soaked any lingering water, leaving me feeling clean and dry. Plus, I never got damp or clammy, shared
complaints with a few of my other robes. The weight of the classic robe is also great — it feels like wrapping up in a big hug. On cold days, he kept me toasty warm, even after I left the steamy bathroom, and I love that the hem is long enough to have my legs covered. The thick collar is a nice touch because it covers your
neck and chest to keep them insulated, and you don't have to worry about slipping it. Credit: Review / Camryn Rabideau Fabric is thick, plush and cozy. While this robe has basic features, two pockets and a tie they are carried out flawlessly. The pockets are spacious and durable enough to and the fabric does not feel
awkwardly weighed when there is something in your pocket. The tie is long enough to create any knot you want, but not so long that it is uncomfortable. In addition, the tie never went back, keeping the robe securely in place for as long as I wore it. The classic robe is also easy to wash – the instructions recommend using
a cool cycle with mild liquid detergent (never use a fabric softener on towels or other absorbent bedding) and drying in a tumble dryer using dryer balls. My (few) complaints about robe Credit: Parachute Loops on the collar got snagged by my hairbrush. Honestly, I didn't find much wrong with the parachute robe. It really
is a well designed product! However, here are my two minor qualms. First, the robe smelled a little funky when it first arrived. As if sitting in a dusty warehouse for a while. The smell went away after I had washed it, so it wasn't much for me. Secondly, It was difficult for me to wash my hair while wearing a bathrobe. I
usually comb, dry and style my hair right after the shower, and since the collar of this robe is so thick, I kept accidentally hooking the fabric loops while brushing my hair. This led to many strings being pulled out, forcing me to trim them back. It's not the end of the world, in fact, it's probably not a problem at all for people
with short hair, but it's a little uncomfortable to be very careful when taking my hair. Is a parachute robe worth it? Credit: Parachute Short answer is yes, it's worth it! The classic parachute robe is a perfect example of the basics made well. They took a simple, traditional design and lifted it from high-quality materials and
construction, avoiding unnecessary features to make the quality of clothing speak for itself. While I admit that spending $100 on a bathrobe is a little extravagant, I think this product is worth the price, especially for people who spend a lot of time lounging around after a shower. The robe is extremely luxurious,
comfortable and functional, and its high-end design makes me think it will last for years. So think of it as an investment in self-care! You're definitely worth it. Download Classic Parachute Robe for $99 Product Experts at Reviewed have all your shopping needs. Follow us on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram for the latest
offers, product reviews, and more. Prices were accurate at the time of publication of this article, but may vary over time. Photo: Michael HessionYou guideJackie ReeveA great robe can help you warm up, cover up or make your morning routine a little more enjoyable. It's a bit of a thing to show off, a little luxury. After
spending 100 hours examining the robes and wearing 38 of them in half a dozen different materials, we selected nine that for their softness, style, comfort and practicality. We think most people will be able to find a great match here. I'm wirecutter's bed bed a bath writer, and I've spent hundreds of hours researching and
researching for many guides, including those on sheets, bath towels, flannel sheets, duvets and clothing irons. For more than a decade I have been necking and quilting and published several patterns of duvets. I have an eye for great fabrics and a solid construction, and I am very familiar with the fabrics that we tested
here. For this guide, I spoke to experts who can help us identify the best features of the garment in different materials. Bruce Cohen, president and owner of luxury robe wholesaler Boca Terry, told me about construction, warmth and care. Angela Courtney, owner (and buyer) of Sweetest Sin Boutique in Red Bank, New
Jersey (the store I've been shopping for a year), talked to me about how to test fit and what details to look for (like internal ties or attached belt). Courtney also stocks several brands we've researched. Photo: Michael HessionThis was the warmest robe we've tried. It's comfortable indoors and outdoors, it's available in a
variety of beautiful colors, and is available in more sizes , including tiny and plus sizes- than any other robe we've tested.$80 from L.L.BeanMay to be out of handHow it feels: Soft and cozy, like wrapping in a fleece blanket. Why it's great: Of all the checked robes, the L.L.Bean winter fleece bathrobe is the warmest. It's
incredibly comfortable to wear when lounging and sitting at a desk, and even if it's made of polyester, it didn't make us fast during testing, as is sometimes the case with synthetic fabrics. On a 5-foot-2 tester, this robe was ankle length, but it didn't cause tripping, and in our outdoor test, that length kept drafts away better
than any other robe. We could walk with the dog in the snow, wearing it. It has an inner tie to help keep it securely closed, and the pockets are big enough for your phone or hands. This is not a skimpy robe. The cut is errithing — there's plenty of wrapping material, and the fabric flows instead of clinging like the other
styles we've tried. Still, the sleeves don't feel too long. It is also available in plus sizes up to 3X. It was the longest robe we tried. It hit our 5-foot-2 tester in the ankles. Photo: Michael HessionGruba and comfortable L.L.Bean winter fleece was the warmest robe we tested. Photo: Michael HessionDysł is stiff enough to get
up alone and was very cozy even when we went outside in the snow. Photo: Michael HessionGrube fleece is soft and slightly swashes, and looked as good after five washes as it did with a brand new one. Photo: Michael HessionUsed pockets, long sleeves and outer strap make this garment feel extremely comfortable.
Photo: Michael HessionJcia was the longest robe we tried. It hit our 5-foot-2 tester in the ankles. Photo: Michael HessionGruba and comfortable winter fleece L.L.Bean was we tested. Photo: Michael HessionL.L.Bean's Winter Fleece is also a zip-up version if you like this style or want to which remains completely closed
on the legs. It can also be a monogram if that's your thing. It's more expensive than many fleece bathrobes we've seen, but it's worth it, especially with a one-year L.L.Bean satisfaction guarantee. This robe is a favorite staff of Wirecutter. After three winters of long-term testing, our test robe has pampered a little, but it still
looks lush and colorful, and is still my favorite thing to put on when temperatures drop. One of our senior editors said that her two-year Winter Runo has been excellent, and one of our deputy editors added: It's not the coolest robe, but it's the warmest I care about in the morning before my heater really breaks down.
Cons, but not dealbreakers: Washing this robe produces a lot of static electricity, and raises quite a bit to lie down just walking in it, too. We recommend both the use of dryer sheets (they were effective in long-term tests) and caution when touching the handle while wearing - we did it with a latch. Sizes: petite women's
XS-XL; misses XS-XL; plus 1X-3XMaterial: 100% polyesterColors: four uniform colors Photo: Jackie ReeveAvailable in different sizes to fit every stage of childhood, this robe is soft and does not restrict movement, and the colors are bright and fun. The included belt should save parents some grief.* At the time of
publication, the price was $35. As it is: a lighter fleece, which gives children the flexibility to run, but still remains warm. Why it's great: L.L.Bean's Kids' Fleece Robe is very soft, is in great colors and has sizes to fit kids from kindergarten to high school. It's not as fluffy as a women's winter fleece robe, but we think it has a
more attractive texture for kids. This fleece is thinner, with a nap (a watery fabric surface) that looks and feels smoother and denser than the women's version. It gives it a very soft and smooth feel on the cheek, makes it less clingy to the body, and gives it more movement, benefits for the boundless energy of children. It
also picked up a less lying and static version than the women's version. The belt is attached, so you and your children never have to hunt for it, and the pockets are roomy enough to store treasures. This robe hits an inch or two below the knee, so the children will not travel on it, and also is in the color block version. For
two winters, it kept its watery texture for a few washes and no pills. For a special gift, go to the monogram version. Cons, but not dealbreakers: We want it to be available in the same colors as the women's fleece bathrobe- we know that sometimes fun for children and parents to match. Since this is a different model (not
only the children's version in adult size), the colors do not correspond exactly, although the pomegranate is available in both sizes. Sizes: children 4, 5-6, 6X-7, 8, 10-12, 14-16, 18Material: 100% polyesterColors: four solid colors and one color block Photo: Michael HessionHow it feels: Cool and soft on like a luxury Tshirt.Why it's great: Natori's Shangri-La Robe was our favorite lightweight robe, with a wide range of lady sizes, strong color options and overall comfort. While other t-shirts knitted robes we tested clung unseaidly, Shangri-La skimmed the skin and felt light and slinky to wear. The fit was generous and flattering on our two
testers, with pockets in the seam that did pucker on the hips and inside the tie to keep the slinky material closed. It's a style kimono, like Macy's waffle robes, with a collar that lies flat and leaves your neck and face free, but is light and thin, the thinnest of all our robe picks. The collar style and three-quarter-length sleeves
are perfect as a bathrobe — the sleeves are never on the road. The length is generous with excellent wrap coverage, but this thin jersey never feels too hot. Photo: Michael HessionSWe like that the three-quarter-length sleeves don't get in the way of doing morning tasks like washing your face. Photo: Michael HessionIt
is an inner tie and outer belt, and you need to use both to make sure that this robe remains closed. Photo: Michael HessionDock is generous with great wrap cover, but this thin t-shirt never feels too hot. Photo: Michael HessionSWe like that the three-quarter-length sleeves don't get in the way of doing morning tasks like
washing your face. Photo: Michael Hession After five washes our test robe still looked like new. At least four of our employees have had a Shangri-La robe for a year or more, and everyone is delighted with it— one editor said, It's by far the nicest robe I've ever owned. Another told us: 'Even though I don't usually go for a
t-shirt, its fabric seems expensive. Even after numerous washings. And another staffer noticed that he feels great in this robe without trying too hard: You just make coffee and prepare, but you also look chic. We've heard from some readers who prefer all cotton robes to the heat, and Lands End Supima Cotton Long
Robe is the perfect alternative. But Natori is a favorite of employees with better sizes and years of proven reliability. Cons, but not dealbreakers: Shangri-La's robes hugs curves and bulges a bit compared to Lunya's more structured robe, but the knitted jersey (which is often a challenge for curves) still looked great on
different body types during our research. It shrank a tad more than Lunya (3.85% vs. 2.85%), but it didn't affect wrap coverage or a generous fit. Sizes: Women's XS-2XMaterial: 65% modal, 35% polyesterColors: five uniform colors Photo: Michael HessionZ rustic appearance and thicker linen fabric, this same-sex robe
was the lightest and most delicate linen we tried. The fabric breathes more than the other lightweight robes we tested, so it is when the temperature is hot. As it is: Crispy and cool with a slightly rough woven texture that does not adhere to the body. Why it's great: We reseached eight lazy robes and tested two, and
Rough Linen St. Barts Robe proved to be the best because of its expensive ln, lighter, softer texture and fit. We made a rough linen middleweight robe for Coyuchi's loose bedding, which was heavier and rougher. Of every fabric we tested, rough linen bathrobe fabric was the lightest, coolest and breatheiest option. The
sleeves are very long, hitting only the wrist, and are easy to cuff if you want them shorter. This robe fell mid-calf on a 5-foot-2 tester. Although there is no inner tie, the robe does not need it. The wide strap and textured fabric have a sufficient structure to keep it securely closed. Photo: Michael HessionDiscovered that
rough rough has plenty of coverage and a great veil. It feels luxurious and expensive. Photo: Michael HessionSedate fabric was the lightest and most delicate linen we tried. He wrinkled as the linen would be, and the hem was wrinkled after washing, but we were able to iron it. Photo: Michael HessionThey are not in the
middle of the tie, the robe does not need. The wide strap and textured fabric have a sufficient structure to keep it securely closed. Photo: Michael HessionDiscovered that rough rough has plenty of coverage and a great veil. It feels luxurious and expensive. Photo: Michael HessionNo tie in the middle, but in our tests we
did not find that the rough was closed. It was perfectly comfortable and did not adhere to the body, and I felt lighter to wear than our knitted robes. He had a great wrap cover, draped well, and didn't jerk on his hips or pull through his back. It can be machine dried (dry in a tumble dryer), and shrunk much less than
Coyuchi (2% vs. 5.7%). Cons, but not dealbreakers: Len is not for everyone. This robe needed a lot of ironing from the dryer (if you don't want to embrace the rumpled look). After one wash, the lower hem had a few waves in it that had a little elbow grease for ironing, but we managed to get smooth again. We would also
like it to come in extended sizes. If you love the look and style of flax, this robe is fantastic. If you prefer something softer, our other types may work better for you. Sizes: unisex S-XLMaterial: 100% beddingColors: four uniform colors Photo: Michael Hession We will delight the stylish design of this French terry robe, which
better than our other warm weather knit pick and looks more flattering on curves. This is a cool and convenient statement piece. How it is: This French terry feels like soft knitted sports wear. It hugs the body and stays cool during hot weather. Why it's great: Lunyi's robe is distinguished by dramatic cut, high and low
hemline and double collar. Other robes we have chosen have traditional patterns and simple details, but this one (the most expensive of our picks) is pure fashion and clever comfort. The collar can be worn open to reveal the neck, or it can be closed with a hook on the shoulder that forms the neck. It is made of thin
cotton / modal French French which is flat on one side and looped on the other side - the robe has seams, decorative panels that reveal both sides of the fabric. It is very soft and very cool on the skin, and held on beautifully after five washes. Jersey fabric is very soft and cool, but do not pick up the bunch. Photo: Michael
Hession We got a lot of stylish details on this Lunya robe- I felt dramatic and sexy. Photo: Michael HessionKole can wear open, or truncated closed to create a flattering cowl-neck. Photo: Michael HessionThe high-low hem is a beautiful touch that flutters while walking. Photo: Michael HessionLunya is feminine and
flattering — it's the most fitting, visually interesting robe we've tested. Photo: Michael HessionJersead is very soft and cool, but do not pick up the flux. Photo: Michael Hession We got a lot of stylish details on this Lunya robe- I felt dramatic and sexy. Photo: Michael HessionSulunya's legs are long and fitted, so it feels
more like a piece of clothing than a robe. This is the only robe we have chosen for adults with an attached strap, and the pockets in the seam are nice and deep. It's less flexible than the t-shirt robes we tested, and it turned out to make it more flattering for curves. It's a robe of power that made one of our testers feel like
a Disney villain, in the best way. Cons, but not dealbreakers: It is only in black, white and gray. We tested black, which picked up quite a bit of fuzz just from walking around the house. We also tested the largest size offered, the L/XL, which worked for a female size 16 tester, but probably wouldn't work in sizes beyond
that. Finally, the raw high-low hemline on Lunya is designed to make it easier to climb stairs, but if the length is too long, Lunya offers tips to cut the bottom hem to suit you. We had no nerves to try it ourselves and we were surprised that such expensive robes might require wielding scissors to get a great fit. Sizes:
Women's XS/S, M, L/XLMaterials: 48% cotton, 48% modal, 4% spandexColors: three solid colors Photo: BrooklinenThis waffle robe is cozy and thick, but so light to wear. The size is also the most generous we've seen from a bedding company.$100 from BrooklinenIt can be out of handHow it feels: Cozy and warm

enough for most seasons, with spongy, honeycomb structure inside and out. Why it's great: Of the nine bathrobes we tested, the brooklinen waffle is the most luxurious and most generously sized. We were surprised at how thick and warm it is too, especially since most of the unlined waffle robes we tried are thin and
brittle. Our male tester noted: Usually this fabric is so thin that it is like wearing a tea towel, but this one is significant. It is not as soft as terry or but it is one of the most delicate waffle fabrics we have seen, and it was flattering for both male and female testers. We tested Brooklinen's Waffle Bath Towel, which is made of
the same fabric, at the same time we tested this robe. He was absorbent in Shower tests without feeling soggy, so we think the robe will dry you up and still be comfortable enough to relax. It also feels almost weightless to wear, with a more errable cut than any other waffle robe we've ever tried. It has a wide, foldable
collar, large side pockets and a tie that remains closed. Brooklinen Waffle Robe exudes casual, spa-day-at-home vibes, and we practically lived in it during the tests. We tested the largest size Brooklinen (XL/XXL), which matched our size 16-18 female testers and still had a lot of extra space, enough to wrap the robe
around it. We think this would fit the size of a woman of 20 (or possibly 22). Our male tester, who wears 40- to 42-inch pants, said the same robe fit him perfectly, and the pocket position was just right. Both testers said the belt was nice and long for larger waists. We're glad Brooklinen offers a larger range of sizes than
other bed linen companies we've tested — most of them stay on L or XL. (This is a common criticism we've had for home goods companies. They often create fantastic robes in too small sizes.) We hope to see even more options. We also tested the smallest size (XS/S) on a 5 foot 9 female tester that wears a size 2. It
was roomy, but still very comfortable, and the length hit about mid-calf. However, if you are particularly petite, know that it is a large robe with lots of material, which can seem overwhelming. Cons, but not dealbreakers: We've seen time problems with this robe, but Brooklinen has confirmed that he's restocking it slowly
throughout December. We believe that, as with many other products in 2020, the pandemic has caused high demand and perhaps some delays in the supply chain. If you see it in stock, catch it. Brooklinen Customer Service is one of the best home products companies we recommend, so we hope it will solve any
potential problems. In addition, the sleeves on our Test robes were huge and needed a lot of cuffs to make them comfortable. For long-term testing, we can add a few stitches to keep them back in place. Our male tester said: No one has such long arms. Nobody. Sizes: XS/S, M/L, XL/XXLMaterials: cottonColors: three
uniform colors Photo: Michael HessionThis plaid robe is softer than other flannel robes we tested and weighed almost nothing. We could wear it at home all day without sweating, unlike some of the plush and terry robes we tested. The Scotch Plaid Flannel women's robe is made of the same light flannel as the men's, but
in different colors. It is equally convenient to lounging at home. How it is: Light, warm and relaxed, like a worn flannel shirt. Why it's great: We examined 15 robes and tested two, and L.L.Bean Scotch Plaid Flannel Robe (women's, men's) edges forward due to its excellent design. We like this robe to lie out because it's
warm like a flannel shirt, but it doesn't add extra weight and bulk. It weighs nothing at all, said one tester. I barely feel it on. In general, was nicer than the flannel robe of the Vermont Country Store we tried. It draped better on the hips and back, and the plaid print was more defined and saturated. Bean sleeves also fit
closer to the body, without loose underarm fabric, and the cuffs remained smooth and flat after the cycle in the washing machine and dryer. One of our employees, who lives in Oregon, says his was wonderful last winter, and it shows no signs of wear and tear. The men's version is half the length, while the women's
version hits around the ankle. Photo: Michael HessionSuitable for both men's and women's versions of this cotton flannel are generous and ervious. Photo: Michael HessionYou remove comfortable pockets at waist level. Photo: Michael Hession Men's Play is half the length, while the women's version hits around the
ankle. Photo: Michael HessionSuitable for both men's and women's versions of this cotton flannel are generous and ervious. Photo: Michael HessionCoy robes often appear before christmas and then quickly disappear, but L.L.Bean Scotch Plaid's robe is an age-old item (although stocks tend to fall in January). These
robes have over a thousand strong, year-round user reviews dating back to 2008. It is also equipped with a one-year L.L.Bean satisfaction guarantee. Cons, but not dealbreakers: This robe is quite thin, so if you want something super-warm then it may not be for you. L.L.Bean's robe shrank slightly more than the Vermont
Country Store (3.5% vs. 2.35%), but we didn't think it affected the fit at all. Sizes: men's regular S-XXL and high L-XXL; women's regular XS-XL, petite XS-XL, and plus 1X-3XMaterial: 100% cottonColors: five plaid prints for men; four prints in plaid for women Photo: The Company StoreHow it feels: Fluffy... and drapery.
Wraps around the body like a soft blanket. Why it's great: If you want a terry robe that's light, easy to put on and dry your skin after a shower, The Company's Cotton Women's Turkish Cotton Long Robe and Cotton Men's Turkish Cotton Long Robe are the best we've tried. We have tested turkish terry robes of the
company store three times, most recently in autumn 2020, and these are our favorite terry robes to wear. They absorb water without clinging to the body, and the fabric is thinner and smoother than any other terry we've tried. I could brush my teeth, work at the computer or have a cup of tea without feeling limited by the
fabric. All of our test samples have held on to many washes with minimal pills, pulls, or hooks. In addition, the Company Store now offers this robe in more extensive sizes and comes in about half a dozen saturated colors. Initially, it was a unisex robe available in S-XL sizes, but is now offered in both men's and women's
sizes (XS-XXL for women, S-XXL for men). In 2020, we tested the Women's S, which perfectly matched the women's size 2 tester, and women's XL, which fits well with our women's tester size 16-18. Our male, male, he wears 40- to 42-inch pants, also tried our XL sample and said it would go a bit bigger - we think the
men's XL will work for that waist size. Visually, there is no difference between men's and women's robes other than a few color options, and men's robes are cut larger. If you wear women's clothes, but need a larger size, look at the men's options. Alternatively, if you wear men's clothes and need a smaller size, consider
women's clothes. Cons, but not dealbreakers: Be careful washing this robe. We washed a maku (red) robe, and a few white items in the same laundry load came out pink. This terry is also thinner than the others we tested, so it's not the warmest terry robe we've considered, but it still kept us toasty with the shower in
and around the house. At the end of 2020, we also saw a few colors in the back room, but we think they can be ordered — the customer service of the company store is strong. Sizes: women's XS-XXL, men's S-XXLMaterial: 100% cottonColors: seven solid colors for women; Six solid colors for men Photo: Michael
HessionThis plush robe is comfortable and comforting, warmer than our flannel and waffles and softer than any other tested by us. Some of our employees have had it for years, so we know it's going on. How it is: With a thick, smooth pile, this robe has the texture of a soft stuffed animal. It adheres to the body a bit more
than fleece, and it's almost (but not quite) so warm. Why it's great: Restoration Hardware's luxurious long robe was the gentlest robe we tested and one of the warmest. It is more expensive than other cold robes, which we recommend, but we think it is worth the price. When I had the flu a few years ago and everything
hurt, I tried some of our test robes and reached for this one over and over again. It was the most soothing on my spiking skin. I owned another for about 10 years, and one of our editors also had one for a couple of years, we used them through pregnancies and sick days when we just had to wrap up in something
comforting. We tested a long robe that hits the length of the calf to the ankle depending on the height, but it is also available in a shorter version. The hem hit our 5-foot-10 model/co-worker mid-calf. Photo: Michael HessionRestoration Hardware's Luxury Plush robe is thick and warm, with pockets with patches and long
sleeves. Photo: Michael Hession A soft, smooth pile seems luxurious and expensive. The plush poly material easily remains closed with the outer belt. Photo: Michael Hession Hem hit our model 5-foot-10 model/co-worker in the middle of his calf. Photo: Michael HessionRestoration Hardware's Luxury Plush robe is thick
and warm, with pockets with patches and long sleeves. Photo: Michael HessionIt was comfortable to wear inside with heat set at 73 degrees, and in our cold tests he kept us perfectly for a quick run to a mailbox in New Jersey in December (though not as warm as L.L.Bean Winter Fleece). There is no inner tie, but it
remained closed well with a belt. Comes in more sizes most of the robes we tested. In our experience, this robe retains its softness and beautiful appearance for many washes and many years. It can also be a monogram. Cons, but not dealbreakers: Restoring the hardware robe wasn't as breathable or spacious as
Robe's L.L.Bean Winter Fleece-we made a sweat in it after about 15 minutes, and the sleeves were a bit longer, which meant he sometimes got in the way. Plush polyester shrank a bit more than the other fleece bathrobes we tried (about 1.65% when others didn't really shrink at all). In addition, this garment is only
available in sizes XS-XL. If you want a fleece bathrobe from a wider range, look at the men's and women's Alexander Del Ross robes we tried- they are not so soft, but the sizes are in a much wider range. Sizes: unisex XS-XLMaterial: 100% polyesterColors: six solid colors Photo: Michael HessionWventing a robe for
yourself, you may already know the materials and styles you like. Our employees and testers had clear, strong ideas and for the most part our tests did not change their minds. But if you're debating what type will be best for you, or if you're giving a robe to someone else, consider these guidelines (and if you're buying a
gift, be sure to get a gift receipt!). Think about the temperature: The fabrics you'll want to consider will vary depending on whether you need a robe to keep warm, keep cool and cover, or just dry out after a shower. Fleece, plush and flannel are best for lower temperatures. Linen and light knitwear, such as jersey, are best
in warmer temperatures. Terry or waffle is best to work with a shower. Consider how it will be used: Small details on the robe can have a big impact on functionality, depending on when and how you intend to wear it. Long-sleeved robes or shawl collars are great if you need to go outside in the cold or bundle while
lounging at home. The kimono-style robe will have a collar that lies flat so you can still get to your face and neck while preparing to shave or apply makeup, and will have shorter sleeves that won't dip into toothpaste. This type is ideal if you tend to use the robe as a morning bathrobe. Low maintenance is crucial: Most of
the people we spoke to didn't want to deal with material that needed dry cleaning. Delicate silks and many bedding speak only for dry cleaning, or can only be washed by hand. We only tested robes that could be put in a washing machine and dryer. Know the meaning of color: If you give someone a robe as a gift,
choosing a color can be difficult. Some of our robes are only in muted colors, while others have bright, vivid choices. If possible, find out what colors a person prefers, but go with neutral if you're really not sure. Especially for children, we know that the color Importance. Give your purple lover a green robe and you'll
probably return it. We considered options (especially for children) that appeared in as many colors as possible, and at the same time were comfortable and originally tested robes in 2017, then we tested a few more in 2019 and updated this guide. After talking to our experts and our employees, I looked at which robes
earned the highest marks from both department stores and smaller, startup bedding companies. Then I checked out the list of therapy suites of the best bathrobes, looked at Amazon's best-selling robes, and talked to our staff about the robes they love. I also looked at buying guides from Overstock, Terry Boca and
Comfortable Robes. As part of our update for 2019, I explored new offers of bedding brands designed for customers and looked for bathrobes available in more inclusive sizes. Based on this research, we have determined our criteria for a great robe. Here's what we were looking for: Comfortable, washable materials:
Most people don't want to clean their robes dry, so we skipped fabrics with higher maintenance, such as silk. Instead, we focused on terry, plush, fleece, linen, waffles, knitwear and peshtemal, because they can be washed and dried. We tried to choose the most delicate or top quality robes that we could find in these
materials. Size and color: Wherever we could, we were looking for robes with a wide range of sizes for men, women and children. We were also looking for a robe with several color options. Brand reputation: We think it's important that the garment — something you most likely use frequently — is both comfortable and
long-lasting, so we've focused our tests on brands that have a good reputation for quality and customer service. Although the size of the robe is quite flexible, it is nice to know that there is a good return policy, if the one you are buying simply does not work. All of our types offer returns, and many of them have excellent
warranties or guarantees. Design and Design: We considered design details such as pockets (necessity!) and internal ties to keep your robes safe, and noted user feedback (and complaints from our employees) about issues such as chest gaping. Perennial availability: We wanted to recommend robes that could be
found with ease, robes that were available all year round or at least returned year after year. We considered a total of 126 robes, narrowing them down for testing, reading user reviews, checking inaccurate and fake reviews where we could, and taking into account materials, style, brand reputation and availability of
robes. We tested 24 robes in 2017 and 12 robes in 2019, a combination of unisex options, children's sizes and women's and men's styles. We tried on every robe and took notes about her feel. Bruce Cohen, president and owner of Boca Terry, told us to check the seams at the side seams, armpits and lower edges, so
we looked at these areas as well as the overall design. We measured the sleeve length of each garment and the total length on the Back. Then we washed and dried them once and checked for hooks, plundering and any problems at the seams. We tried them again, eliminated a few that did not hold well in the wash,
and measured each robe a second time to determine the contraction. In 2017, Testers (a group of family members together for the holidays, made up of three men, two women, and one girl), tried on the robes that reached this second round of tests. We noticed a fit for different body types, and they gave us their
thoughts on what they liked and didn't like, the materials they preferred and which robes they would reach for again. This helped us eliminate a few more. Then we set the internal temperature to 73 degrees and spent time in each of the finalist's robes to see if any caused by overheating seemed like a natural piece of
clothing and which were generally the most convenient for everyday activities at home. In the case of warm weather robes, we tried them on bare skin and on a T-shirt to see how they felt in mild temperatures and how easy it was to apply makeup or move around. We conducted cold tests with cool weather robes —
fleece, terry, plush and flannel. We walked from the front door and down the driveway to the mailbox and back during a frosty January snap in New Jersey (it was about 19 degrees). We evaluated each robe based on how long we could be outside before the cold became uncomfortable. With terry and waffle robes, we
showered, quickly dried towel, then put on each robe and walked from bathroom to bedroom to see how comfortable each robe felt on wet or damp skin, as well as how well absorbed any remaining moisture. Then we hung the robes on the hook and made it take them a while to dry. In 2018, we retested one terry robe —
cotton robe company — when we decided to change our terry selection from Bathrobe.In 2019, we tried 12 new options in waffle, polisher and cotton. I washed and dried them all, measured each of them for shrinkage, and had two testers — one woman (me) and one man — and I will try to pay attention to their warmth,
comfort, size and style with each robe. We had a few robes similar to our picks, but none exceeded them after those first two rounds, so we didn't run shower tests, drying tests or additional washing tests. We've sticked to the best players in case our picks become unavailable and we'll test them in the long run to see
how they perform. At the end of November 2020, Riley Home launched a new four-layer cotton collection. The fabric is flashy and cool, and we'll be testing this robe for the spring 2021 update to this guide. Bruce Cohen told us that if you wear a robe at any frequency, you should wash it as often as you wash towels (and
we suggest you do it after three or four applications). He also told us to avoid bleach. It is worth washing dark robes with other dark ones, because we have noticed that some of the more saturated robes do not washing colour. It turned out that if we followed the care instructions, all our types remained fresh and like new
after five washes. Snowe Classic Bathrobe is the thickest, warmest terry robe we've ever tested, but the fit is more cozy than a company store robe. In 2018-2019, we also heard several complaints from readers and employees customer service issues with Snowe, including long delivery delays and lack of order
communication. We bought and retested another Snowe robe and had our own shipping problems — we ordered the robe in stock in December 2019, and then received an order confirmation that it had been ordered by the end of January. When we finally tested the robe, it snagged more in the wash than our original
tester. We no longer recommend Snowe products. Coyuchi's Unisex Cloud Loom Organic Robe was nice and soft, but terry snagged after one wash. The pockets were also placed too high, so the robe strap covers them and makes them difficult to use. The classic parachute bathrobe was soft and felt nice in the shower,
but there were visible hooks in terry and around the seams after one wash. It wasn't as generously sized as the other terry robes we tested in the same size, and shrunk enough (5%) that has become unwearable for some of our testers. Vapachute's Waffle Robe waffle was a pleasant surprise- unlined and slightly
stretchy, it was like wrapping up in a high-quality lattice towel. Since it's unlined, though it's not as soft on the skin or as warm as Macy's Hotel Collection Waffle, and from spring 2020 it's sold out in almost every size- we're not sure if it will be reassembed. Standard Textile's Shawl Collar Waffle Robe had the best size of
any waffle robe we tested, but it was also cut a bit awkwardly. It's unlined, but less stretchy than a parachute, and the XL was huge on me (size 16 - or 18, depending on the day) and dragged on the floor (I'm 5-foot-2). After washing, it shrunk significantly, but still fits our male tester, who usually wears a bathrobe
XXL.Allswell's Stonewashed Waffle came in a gray color that looked more like mint and while it was comfortable and flexible, the style was too feminine for our testers. This is a golden robe girl, noted one. Boll &amp; Branch Women's waffle robe is lined with terry and miraculously fell out of the package, but after
washing the piping shrunk more than the waffle fabric, so the cuffs and edges looked distorted. It was also cramped and short, and Boll &amp; Branch, like any bed linen company we've ever considered, didn't offer bathrobe sizes. Riley Hooded Waffle Robe was so luxurious with the packaging, but had a strange smell.
After washing (in cold water) the smell disappeared, but then it was incredibly tight in the arms and did not cover our testers inside. Even the size XL we tested probably wouldn't fit comfortably with someone who wears more than 14 men or women large. Coyuchi's Unisex Organic Waffle Robe wasn't as popular as
Weave Robe's Macy's Hotel Collection Waffle in our tests because it didn't have a soft lining and felt scratched on the skin. Snowe's Honeycomb Bathrobe Looked rumpled after our laundry tests than the other waffle robes we tested and also has no soft lining. We once recommended Macy's Hotel Collection Waffle
Robe, but it was In 2020.FleeceThe Alexander Del Rossa Women's Hooded Bathrobe and Men's Bathrobe Hood and Alexander del Rossa Men's Men's Sulfate Hood are affordable, are available in many colors and have the best range of larger size robes that I've ever tested – women's goes up to 4X and men's up to
8X. But the overall quality and softness are not as good as Restoration Hardware Luxury Plush or L.L.Bean Women's Winter Fleece Robes. If you want an inexpensive gift or just need more size options, though there are warm, comfortable robes. The Ugg Duffield II robe is also available in plus sizes. It was warm and
very cozy, but it costs much more than L.L.Bean Women's Winter Fleece, which is such a standout. L.L.Bean Men's Rugby Robe, flannel covered was heavy and warm, but the big logo on the pocket was an absolute dealbreaker for our male tester who said he would never wear it. Plus, it was in stock in the spring of
2020.FlannelVermont Country Store Portuguese Flannel Robes for men and women were warmer and more significant than L.L.Bean's Scotch Plaid Flannel Robes, but the design, design and color saturation were better on L.L.Bean. Vermont Country Store robes sleeves were slightly batwing in shape, which one tester
said felt floppy and cumbersome, and his cuffs were not lying flat after traveling through the laundry. The Honeydew Intimates Jersey Robe has a lovely short length and is available in fun colours and a good range of sizes, but the knitted shirt was cheap and clung to every curve and bulging in an unflattering way.
CottonThe Vermont Country Store Seersucker Stripe men's robe reminded us of a perfectly sharp, cool and rumpled summer suit, and it's available in several larger sizes. But due to complaints about fit for leaner men, we want to retest it in spring 2020 before making a recommendation. Vermont Country Store Men's
True Blue Cotton Wrap Robe felt too thin for our testers as the thinnest summer button down. He stuck to his body, wrinkled significantly in the wash, and did not feel as if she was holding on to a lot of use before tearing. Bruce Cohen, President and Owner of Boca Terry, interviewed by email, November 30, 2017Angela
Courtney, owner and buyer, Sweetest Sin Boutique, telephone interview, December 8, 2017Nicol Lund, Best Bathrobes, Apartment Therapy, February 26, 2016Thousering fabric bathrobe, Boca Terry, September 7, 2012How to choose a bathrobe, OverstockGuide for bathrobes, Comfy RobesJackie Reeve has been a
senior staff writer covering bedding, organization and household items at Wirecutter since 2015. She used to be a school librarian and has been a duvet for about 15 years. Her duvet designs and other written works have appeared in various publications. She moderates Wirecutter's staff book club and that her bed every
Jackie ReeveAfter 135 hours of research and 65 drying showers with dozens of towels, we think the luxurious Frontgate Resort Cotton Bath Towel is best for most people.by Elissa SanciBed Bath &amp; Beyond is offering a $29 gift card for anyone who signs up for Beyond+, essentially making the first year for free. But
is it worth it beyond that?by Alex ArpaiaA a good bath mat can keep you from slipping and add some pizzazz to your bathroom. These three durable and convenient options will work for different styles.by Wirecutter StaffWe searched selects throughout our site to find 50 of the most useful things under $50, all of them
Wirecutter tested and Wirecutter approved. Approved by wirecutter.
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